The use of zeolites to generate PET phantoms for the validation of quantification strategies in oncology.
In recent years, segmentation algorithms and activity quantification methods have been proposed for oncological (18)F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET. A full assessment of these algorithms, necessary for a clinical transfer, requires a validation on data sets provided with a reliable ground truth as to the imaged activity distribution, which must be as realistic as possible. The aim of this work is to propose a strategy to simulate lesions of uniform uptake and irregular shape in an anthropomorphic phantom, with the possibility to easily obtain a ground truth as to lesion activity and borders. Lesions were simulated with samples of clinoptilolite, a family of natural zeolites of irregular shape, able to absorb aqueous solutions of (18)F-FDG, available in a wide size range, and nontoxic. Zeolites were soaked in solutions of (18)F-FDG for increasing times up to 120 min and their absorptive properties were characterized as function of soaking duration, solution concentration, and zeolite dry weight. Saturated zeolites were wrapped in Parafilm, positioned inside an Alderson thorax-abdomen phantom and imaged with a PET-CT scanner. The ground truth for the activity distribution of each zeolite was obtained by segmenting high-resolution finely aligned CT images, on the basis of independently obtained volume measurements. The fine alignment between CT and PET was validated by comparing the CT-derived ground truth to a set of zeolites' PET threshold segmentations in terms of Dice index and volume error. The soaking time necessary to achieve saturation increases with zeolite dry weight, with a maximum of about 90 min for the largest sample. At saturation, a linear dependence of the uptake normalized to the solution concentration on zeolite dry weight (R(2) = 0.988), as well as a uniform distribution of the activity over the entire zeolite volume from PET imaging were demonstrated. These findings indicate that the (18)F-FDG solution is able to saturate the zeolite pores and that the concentration does not influence the distribution uniformity of both solution and solute, at least at the trace concentrations used for zeolite activation. An additional proof of uniformity of zeolite saturation was obtained observing a correspondence between uptake and adsorbed volume of solution, corresponding to about 27.8% of zeolite volume. As to the ground truth for zeolites positioned inside the phantom, the segmentation of finely aligned CT images provided reliable borders, as demonstrated by a mean absolute volume error of 2.8% with respect to the PET threshold segmentation corresponding to the maximum Dice. The proposed methodology allowed obtaining an experimental phantom data set that can be used as a feasible tool to test and validate quantification and segmentation algorithms for PET in oncology. The phantom is currently under consideration for being included in a benchmark designed by AAPM TG211, which will be available to the community to evaluate PET automatic segmentation methods.